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Vista-10. In 2003, a few years after the Pentagon said it would
jettison the Vietnam-era weapons, the United States Navy and
the Vietnamese military signed a secret agreement to resume
their joint operation against the NVA. The renewal became the
subject of a host of accusations and arguments. Some of the

“humanitarian aid” the U.S. military was bringing by helicopter
to the “Free Vietnam” included weapons, according to The
New York Times. During the stand-off between the U.S. and

North Vietnam in April 1972, the Pentagon had begun to store
weapons on ships that it had been given permission to use.

But it was the helicopter delivery that was most often
criticized by Washington’s critics in Vietnam, including a

former U.S. ambassador to that country. (They also believed
American supplies were being used against Vietnamese
civilians, and the U.S. military’s policy was to fire only at

“amphibious ready forces,” or ARFs, during the war.) AD AD
However, one of the most recent developments in the war has

overshadowed all those in-the-past conflicts. Over the past
two years, U.S. officials have confirmed the existence of a
covert drone base in rural Afghanistan — a secret that has
escaped the notice of President Trump, who has sought to

demystify and humanize the way the United States goes about
fighting enemies abroad. The base in Khas Urozgan province is

just north of Paktia province and west of Nuristan province,
according to one U.S. military official. It is “an important hub

in the [Afghan] counterterrorism mission,” Col. Robert Firman,
the commander of A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Brigade,
told The Washington Post on Friday. “We have a U.S. Army
pilot based there,” Firman added. “We’ve talked about the
attack, but we’re not talking about a lot more than that —
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